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CONTROLLABILITY OF FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL 
SYSTEMS OF SOBOLEV TYPE IN BANACH SPACES 
KRISHNAN BALACHANDRAN AND JERALD P. DAUER 
Sufficient conditions for controllability of partial functional differential systems of So-
bolev type in Banach spaces are established. The results are obtained using compact 
semigroups and the Schauder fixed point theorem. An example is provided to illustrate the 
results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of controllability of linear and nonlinear systems represented by ordi-
nary differential equations in finite dimensional spaces has been extensively stud-
ied. Several authors [5,6,12-14] have extended the concept to infinite dimensional 
systems in Banach spaces with bounded operators. Triggiani [17] established suffi-
cient conditions for controllability of linear and nonlinear systems in Banach spaces. 
Exact controllability of abstract semilinear equations has been studied by Lasiecka 
and Triggiani [10]. Kwun et al [8] investigated the controllability and approximate 
controllability of delay Volterra systems by using a fixed point theorem. Recently 
Balachandran et al [1-3] studied the controllabilty and local null controllability of 
nonlinear integrodifferential systems and functional differential systems in Banach 
spaces and it was shown that the controllability problem in Banach spaces can be 
converted into one of a fixed-point problem for a single-valued mapping. The pur-
pose of this paper is to study the controllability of Sobolev type partial functional 
differential systems in Banach spaces. The equation considered here serves as an 
abstract formulation of Sobolev type partial functional differential equations which 
arise in many physical phenomena [4,7,9,11,16]. 
Consider a nonlinear partial functional differential system of the form 
(Ex(t)Y+ Ax(t) = St i(0 + / ( ^ , x t ) , * > 0 (1) 
x(t) = <f>(t), -r<t<0 
where the state x(-) takes values in a Banach space X and the control function 
u(-) is given in L2(J, U), the Banach space of admissible control functions with U 
a Banach space. 5 is a bounded linear operator from U into Y, a Banach space. 
The nonlinear operator / : J x C —> Y is continuous. Here J = [0, a] and for a 
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continuous function x : J* = [-r.a] —• X, xt is that element of C = C( [ - r , 0] : .X) 
defined by xt(s) = x(t + s), —r < s < 0. The domain D(E) of £* becomes a Banach 
space with norm \\x\\D(E) = ||.Ex||y, a? G D(E) and C(£) = C([ - r ,0 ] : D(E)). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The operators A : JD(J4) C X -> V and £ : Z?(i7) C X -> Y satisfy the following 
hypotheses [d] for i = 1, 2 , . . . , 4: 
[Ci] A and F" are closed linear operators, 
[C2] D(E) C D(A) and £ is bijective, 
[C3] E'
1 : Y -> D(E) is compact,. 
[C4] For each t G [0,a] and for some A G ^(-AE1"1) , the resolvent set of —AE7""1, 
we have that the resolvent R(X : —AE"1) is a compact operator. 
The hypotheses [Ci],[C2] and the closed graph theorem imply the boundedness 
of the linear operator AE"1 :Y—>Y. 
Lemma [15]- Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a uniformly continuous semi-
group S(t). If the resolvent R(X : A) of A is compact for every A G p(-4), then S(t) 
is a compact semigroup. 
From the above fact, — AE"1 generates a compact semigroup T(t), t > 0. Thus, 
maxteJ 11 (̂011 *s finite and so denote M = maxt^j ||T(tf)||. 
Definition. The system (1) is said to be controllable on the interval J if for every 
continuous initial function <j> defined on [—r, 0] and every x\ G X there exists a 
control u G L2(J, U) such that the solution x(-) of (1) satisfies x(a) = x\. 
The following additional assumptions will be used: 
[C5] B is a bounded linear operator and the linear operator W from U into X 
defined by 
Wu= f E-1T(a-s)Bu(s)ds 
Jo 
has a bounded inverse operator W"1 defined on L2(J)U)/kerW. 
[Ce] The function / satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) For each I 6 J , the function f(t, •) : C —• Y is continuous, and for each 
x G C the function /(• , x) : J —» Y is strongly measurable. 
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(ii) For each natural number Ar, there is a function gk G Ll(J) such that 
sup \f{t,xt)\ <gk(t)} 
\x\<k 
1 fа 
Ì-S 7 / 9k(s)ds = а 
fc—>oo K JQ 
< oo, 
where a is a real number. 
The solution of (1) is given by the integral equation 
x(t) = E~1T(t)E<i>(0)+ [ E~lT(t-s)f(syxs)ds (2) 
Jo 
+ / E~lT(t - s) Bu(s) ds, * > 0, 
Jo 
x(t) = 4>(t), -r<t<0. 
In the next section the Schauder fixed point theorem is used in order to establish 
the controllability theorem for equation (1) under above conditions. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Theorem. If the assumptions [Ci]-[Ce] are satisfied, then the system (1) is con­
trollable on J provided that 
a M i ^ - 1 ! ! í + a M l l č i i i i W - ^ i i p r 1 ! ! < 1. 
P r o o f . Using the assumption [Cs], for an arbitrary function x(-) define the 
control 
u(t) = W — w - i (0-:i - E~lT(a) E<K0) - I E'lT(a - s)f(s,xs) dt 
Jo 
It shall now be shown that when using this control, the operator S defined by 
(Sx)(t) = E~xT(t) E</>(0) + I E-1T(t-s)f(s,x5)ds 
Jo 
+ / E~lT(t - s) Bu(s) ds, for t > 0, 
Jo 
(Sx)(t) = <j>(t), f o r - r < * < 0 , 
from C(J*,X) into itself, for each x G C(J*, X), has a fixed point. This fixed point 
is then a solution of equation (1). Clearly, 
(Sx )(a) = £ - 1 Г ( a ) í ^ ( 0 ) + / Я ^ T l a - s )/ ( s .x . ) 
Jo 
ds 
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+ i E-1T(a-s)Bu(s)ds 
jo 
= E-1T(a)E4(0)+ í .0-^(0-r)/(*.x.)d* 
jo 
+ i " E~lT(a - s) BW~l [xi - E~lT(a) E<j)(0) 
- ( E~lT(a - T) /(r. xT) dr] ds. 
= xľ. 
It can be easily verified that S maps C(J*,X) into itself continuously. For each 
natural number k let 
Bk = {xe C(J*,x): x(0) = <f>(0), \\x(t)\\ <k,t£j}. 
Then for each k) the set Bk is clearly a bounded, closed, convex subset in C(J*,X) 
and there exists a natural number K with SBK C BK- If this were not the case, 
then for each natural number k there is a function xk £ Bk with Sxk (£ Bk; that is 
\\Sxk\\ > k. Then 1 < £||Sxjb||, and so 




k —• oo 
< lim i--(M| | .e- 1 | | | | J5 | | | |^(0) | | + M| |£?-1 | | /%4WcU 
fc — oo [ J 0 
+M||E-1 | | ||.S|||| W^H J° [\\x1\\ + HE-'U Jlf ||£||||*(0)|| 
+||E-1||Mf^(r)dr]dsl 
= aMH^"1!! + aaMH^T1!! | |5 | | WW^W | |^-- | | M 
= aMll^-^lfl + aMllSHIIW-1!!!^-1!!] 
= aM||£;-1 | |[l + aM||JB||| |W-
1 | | | |E:-1 | |]<l ) 
a contradiction. Hence, SBK C BK for some positive integer K. 
In fact, the operator S maps BK into a compact subset of BK- TO prove this it 
is first shown that for every fixed t £ J the set 
VK(t) = {(Sx)(t):xeBK} 
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is a precompact in X. This is trivial for t = 0, since VK(0) = {^(0)}. So let 





+ / E-1T(t-s)Bu(s)ds 
Jo 
rt-c 
= E-1T(t)E(f)(0)+ E-1T(t-s)f(s)xs)ds 
Jo 
+ / E-l(t - s) BW-1 [a?i - ^ ^ ( a ) £0(0) 
- / E'^a-^f^x^dT^ds. 
Since 1/(5) is bounded and T(t) is compact, the set V€(t) = {(5car)(t) : x £ £/<-} is 
a precompact set in X. Also, for x 6 .£?#, using the defined control u(t) yields 
\\(Sx)(t)-(S€x)(t)\\ 
= | |£7-1T(<)^(0)+ / .E^Tf*-*)/(*, *,)<** 
Jo 
+ / E-1T(t-s)Bu(s)ds 
Jo 
-E'xT(t) E<j>(0) - / E^T(t - s) /(*, xs) ds 
Jo 
- / E-1T(t-s)Bu(s)ds 
Jo 
/ i T 1 ! ^ * - * ) / ( * , *,)<** + / E~1T(t-s)Bu(s)d& 
Jt-e Jt-e 
< M\\E~1\\J* jf(s,xa)\ds + MWE-'UBUW-'W J'^ [ IM 
+M||£-1 | | | |£ | | 11̂ (0)11 + MWE-'W j f ||/(r, xT)\\ dr] ds 
< M\\E-'\\f <7if(S)d5 + M||£;-
1 | | | |B| | | |W-1 | | / ' 
Jt-c Jt-e 
+M|| iT 1 | | | |£ | | ||^(0)|| + M p T 1 | | f 9K(T)dT ds. 
Jo 
Since 9K, hK E LX(J), it follows that \\(Sx) (t) — (56x)(^)|| is finite by the uniform 
boundedness principle. Thus, there are precompact sets arbitrarily close to the set 
VK(t), and so VK(t) is precompact in X. 
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Next it is shown that SBK = {Sx : x G BK} is an equicontinuous family of 
functions. Let x 6 BK and /, r £ J such that 0 < t < r, then 
| |(sx)(0-(5x)(r)| | 
< WT^-T^WWE-'WWEWU(0)\\ 
+ f \\T(t - s) - T(T - s)|| \\E~'\\f(s, xs)\\ ds 
JO 
+ j[,r||r(r-s)||||E-1||||/(s)xJ)||ds 
+ / ' ||rc< -')- T(T - s)|| \\E-1\\\\B\\ HW-1!! fiixxii 
Jo L 
+ll-5-1||||Г(a)||||-5|||W0)ll 
+ /a | |Æľ-1 | | | |T(a-r)| | | |/(r,x r)| |d7 
JO 
+ ^Г | |Г(r-s) | | | |Æľ- 1 | | | |5 | | | |W- 1 | | 
- / " ||£?--|| ||Г(a - т)|| ||/(r, .т.,)|| drl d 
Jo 
ds 
| | * i | | + | | . íГ 1 | | | |Г(a) | | | | .€?| | |Ш|| 
+ / \\u - | | | | i i a - r ) | | | | Т ( r , x т ) | | d r as 





+ ^ r | | r ( ť - s ) | | | | í ; - 1 | | ^ ( s ) d 
+ / ť | | r (ť-s)-T(r-s) | | | |£;- 1 | | | |5 | | | |W - 1 | | 
Jo 
+||1T^ ||r(a)||||.€?|| ||*(0)|| + f \\E-l\\ \\T(a - T)\\9K(T) dr 
JO 
+ f||T(r-s)||||í;-1||||5||||W-1||[||x1|| 




Now T(t) is continuous in the uniform operator topology for t > 0. Since T(t) 
is compact and QK, ^K G Ll(J)} the right hand side of above inequality tends 
to zero as t —+ r. Thus, SBK is equicontinuous and also bounded. By the Arzela-
Ascoli theorem SBK is precompact in C(J*, X). Hence S is a completely continuous 
operator on C(J*, X). From the Schauder fixed point theorem, S has a fixed point in 
BK • Any fixed point of S is a mild solution of (1) on J satisfying (Sx) (t) = x(t) £ X. 
Thus, the system (1) is controllable on J. • 
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4. EXAMPLE 
The above result is illustrated by showing its applicability to a delay partial differ-
ential equation with a nonlinear function satisfying the Caratheodory condition. 
Consider the following differential equation with a control term 
(3) | - (z(t, y) - zyy(t, y)j - zyy(ty y) = Bu(t) + /(*, z(t - r, y)) 
where y G [0,7r], t > 0 
z(t)0) = z(t,w) = Oi t>0 
*(*,y) = <K*,y), 0 < t / < 7 T , - r < * < 0 
where / : J x C —» Y is continuous. It is assumed that the following conditions hold 
withK = Y = L2[0,TT]: 
[Ai] The operator B : U C J —* Y is an identity operator. 
[A2] The linear operator W : U —• X is defined by 
Wu= f E-1T(a-8)Bu(s)d8 
Jo 
and has a bounded invertible operator W""1 defined on L2(J, U)/ker W. 
[A3] The nonlinear operator / : J xC —• Y satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) For each t G «/, f(t,zt) is continuous, 
(ii) For each zt G C, f(t,zt) is measurable, 
(iii) There is a constant i/(0 < v < 1) and a function /i G -k1^) such that 
for all (t,zt) eJxC 
\\f(t,zt)\\<h(t)\z\». 
Define the operators A : D(A) C X -* Y, £ : £>(.£) C X — Y by 
AZ = — Zyy, • 
F7z = 2 - zyy, 
respectively, where each domain D(A), D(E) is given by 
{z E X : z, zy are absolutely continuous, zyy G X, z(t, 0) = ;?(£, 7r) = 0}. 
Define an operator F : J x C —• Y by 
-P,(',w)(y) = / (*, t i ; ( -r)(»)) . 
Then the above problem (3) can be formulated abstractly as 
(Ez(t)Y + Az(t) = JBti(t) + F(t, zt), 
z(t) = <£(/), - r < t < 0. 
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Also, A and E can be written, respectively, as (see [11]) 
oo 
Az = ~~^n2(z,zn)zn, zeD(A), 
n = l 
oo 
Ez = ~~l(l + n2)(z,zn)zni zeD(E), 
n = l 
where zn(y) = y/2[~ sin ny, n = 1 , 2 , . . . is the orthonormal set of eigenfunctions 
of A. Furthermore, for z 6 X we have 
oo 1 
. n = l ^ ' 
°° —ro2 
- A ^ - 1 - = Y^———(z,Zn)Zn, 
n = l * ' 
oo _ 2 
n = l 
It is easy to see that — AE~l generates a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) on 
Y and that T(t) is compact with H-T^)!! < e~* for each t > 0. Also, the operator / 
satisfies condition [Ce], [18]. So all the conditions stated in the above theorem are 
satisfied. Hence the system (3) is controllable on J. 
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